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algebraic theorem can be proved in its full generality only by resort-

ing to the geometric lemma. This is in direct contrast to the situation

where one can prove the geometric theorem that a finite Desarguesian

plane satisfies Pappus's theorem only by using the algebraic fact

that a finite division ring is commutative.
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PARTITIONS WITH EQUAL PRODUCTS

JOHN B. KELLY

T. S. Motzkin has conjectured (oral communication) that every

sufficiently large positive integer can be partitioned into three posi-

tive integral parts in two different ways so that the products of the

integers in the two partitions are equal (e.g., 13 = 1+6 + 6 = 2+2+9;

1-6-6 = 2 -2 -9 = 36). In this note we prove a generalization of this

conjecture.

Theorem. Let k be an integer ^ 3. There exists an integer N(k) such

that every integer n ^ N(k) can be partitioned into k parts in k — \ differ-

ent ways:

» = «ii + • • • + flu

=   «21  +   •   •   •   +   «24   =   •   •   •    =   «4-1,1 +   •   •   •   +  «4-1, k,

where

(2)       «11-«12.«14   =   «21'«22.Œ24   =    •   •   -   =   «4-1,1.«4-1.4
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and, in addition, the integers a,,- are pairwise distinct. iExample: If

k = 4, « = 1000, we have 1000 = 65+214+276+445 = 89 + 130 + 321
+460 = 92 + 178 + 195+535 and 65-214-276-445 =89-130-321-460
= 92 • 178 • 195-535 = 23-3-52-13-23-89-107.)

Let us remove the requirement that the integers an be pairwise

distinct and require only that the k—1 partitions be different. Let

N*ik) be the smallest integer satisfying the remaining conditions

imposed upon Nik) in the theorem. It is not difficult to show, em-

ploying the same line of thought as in the proof of the theorem, that

A*(3) = 19 and A(3) = 23. We omit the details. The values of N*ik)

and Nik) for k > 3 are not known.

Some integers have three different partitions into 3 parts with equal

products (e.g., 90 = 6+40+44 = 11 + 15+64 = 8+22+60; 6-40-44
= ll-15-64 = 8-22-60 = 26-3-5-ll). We do not know if every suffi-
ciently large integer has this property. More generally, we do not

know if in our theorem, the number of different partitions of « may

be taken larger than k — 1.

Proof of the theorem. Let « be a positive integer and consider

the following system of k — 1 linear equations in k unknowns:

0:1X1 + «2X2 + • • • + ctkXk = n

012X1 + 0:3X2 + • • • + a.kXk-1 + aix* = «

(3) :
a¿Xi + a¿+ix2 + • • ■ + a,_iX* = «

a*-iXi + akx2 + • • • + ctk-2Xk = «

or, more briefly:

*
2., <x(i+j-2)Xj = n,       i = 1, 2, • ' • , k — 1,

where (r) denotes the least positive residue of r modulo k. The coeffi-

cients a¡ are pairwise distinct positive integers which will be chosen

later. It is important to remark that their choice will be independent

of «.

If we let Xi, x2, • • ■ , xk be a solution of (3) and set

(4) an = a(i+y_i)Xy,

we have a solution of (1) and (2). Of course, we desire a solution in

which the numbers o<y, given by (4), are pairwise distinct positive
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integers. We shall demonstrate that such a solution will exist if n is

sufficiently large.

Let T>i be ( — 1)* times the determinant of the square matrix which

is obtained by removing the ith column of the matrix of coefficients

of (3). Then the system (3) has the solution

n + DiS
(5) Xi =-,        i = 1, 2, • • • , k,

a

where s is a parameter and <s = 2~2*= i ai-

The remainder of the argument rests upon two lemmas, which we

shall prove in subsequent sections.

Lemma 1.

(6) Di = Dj (mod o),       i = 1, • • • , k, j = 1, • ■ ■ , k.

Lemma 2. It is possible to select «i, a2, ■ • ■ , «4 so that

(7) (Di, a) = 1

and

(8) Di = Dj   if and only if i = j.

It follows from (5) and (7) that if ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ak are chosen as in

Lemma 2 and if s is an integer satisfying

(9) n + Dis = 0 (mod a),

then xi, x2, • • • ,Xk will be integers. It remains to show that we may

determine 5 so that Xi, x2, • • ■ , xk will be positive integers and the

integers Oy will be pairwise distinct.

Now agh = aij implies, by (4), that apxh = aqxj for suitable positive

integers p and q not exceeding k. This implies by (5), that

(10) ap(n + Dhs) = aq(n + Djs).

Since the a's and the D's are pairwise distinct (Lemma 2), equa-

tion (10) has at most one solution unless p = q and h=j, i.e., unless

g = i and h=j. There are at most ¥(k —1)/2 different equations of the

form (10) with p?*q, since p, q, h and j run from 1 to k. Hence there

are at most k*/2 values of s for which the integers a¿,- will not be pair-

wise distinct. Now s is constrained by (9) to belong to a certain

residue class modulo a. Hence there is a positive value of s, say sa,

which satisfies (9), is less than <r(A4/2 + l), and yields pairwise dis-

tinct integers «,,-.
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Let D = max \Di\. If n>aiki/2 + l)D, it follows from (5) that,

with s = So, Xi, x2, ■ • • , xk will be positive and hence the pairwise

distinct integers a,,- will be positive. Since a and D are independent

of «, we may take A(&) ^aiki/2-\-l)D. Our theorem is proved.

Proof of Lemma 1. Border the matrix of coefficients of (3) with

a row at the top having — 1 in the ith column, +1 in the jth column

and 0 elsewhere. Clearly the determinant of this kXk square matrix

is Di — Dj. On the other hand, by adding to the ith column of this

matrix the sum of the remaining columns, we obtain a matrix with

the same determinant whose ith column consists of one zero and

k — 1 o-'s. Expanding by cofactors of the ith column, we see that

Di-DjsO (mod <r).

Proof of Lemma 2. We show first that if «i, a2, • • ■ , ak-2 are any

distinct positive integers, we can select each of the positive integers

ajt_i and ak in infinitely many ways so that they will be distinct from

each other and from ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , at_2 and so that (7) is satisfied.

If «i, a2, • • • , ak-i are prescribed, then Di = Piiak) is a polynomial

of degree k — 1 in ak with integral coefficients. Let o"' =cr—at. We may

regard Piiak)=Pii<r — a')=Qia) as a polynomial in a with integral

coefficients. Then (A, <0 = ((?(*), ff) = (Q(0), <r) = (Pi(-o-'), <r). If

Pi( — a') ¿¿0, we can find infinitely many positive integral values of

<r, and hence of ak so that (Pi( — <r'), a) = 1.

If ai, a2, • • • , ak-2 are prescribed, then Pi( — a') is a polynomial in

o-' of degree k — 1. This follows from the readily verified observation

that if Di is considered as a polynomial in a^-i and ak, the only term

of total degree k — 1 is +a\~x. Hence, apart from at most k — 1 integral

values of a', and hence of a£_i, Pi( — a') 9^0, and the conclusion fol-

lows. Clearly, the selection of a^-i and ak can be made to satisfy the

additional distinctness requirement.

If now ai, a2, • • • , ak-i are fixed, we may put D,- = Pjiak),

j=l, • ■ ■ , k where, for j>l, the polynomials Pjiak) have leading

term ±a(k-j+i)0¿t~2. No two of the polynomials Pjiak) are identically

equal since they have different leading terms. Hence the finitely

many equations P,iak) =Pjiak), i^j, have each just a finite number

of roots. From the infinite set of positive integral values of ak which

satisfy (7) and the distinctness requirement, we may choose one

which is not a root of any of these equations. For this choice of ak,

(8) will also be satisfied.
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